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                 Issue 2023-04

 The Quality of Time
Wave astrology combines scientific research with the experiential knowledge of astrology

Harmony and disharmony
 April 2023

Accident frequency as a
resonance at the time of birth 

Actual events
The triggering of earthquakes

Biographical Rhythms
from the 25th to the 36th year

The strong earthquake in Turkey and Syria on February 6, 2023 (2023-02-06-01-17-34) clearly 
shows that, in addition to the Sun and Moon, the major planets can also be involved in triggering 
it. It has been known for some time that variations in the planetary gravitational field affect solar 
activity. But is this also true for activities on earth,for earthquakes? Gravity is still a mystery and 
not fully explored. The studies with the harmonics of the gravitational field can provide a 
contribution to investigate gravity empirically.
In this issue the biographical rhythms are continued. The curves for this were calculated from the 
mean orbital periods. So they can have a slightly different course in each individual case. The 
disharmonic times can start longer or shorter, later or earlier. If the individual curves for a person 
are known, then some events and situations in the past can be better evaluated and future comes 
into consciousness and with it a chance to get through future crises better or to use harmonious 
high points.
Can disharmonious times lead to inattention and even accidents. Beginning with this issue, 
resonances to birth are explored. This is based on the hypothesis that when a person is born, the 
planetary vibratory pattern has been imprinted in the person, and as life progresses, resonances to 
the current pattern emerge.

Your Wave Astrology Team
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Harmony and Disharmony
 April 2023

Let's look at the harmony and disharmony in April 2023:

The month begins harmoniously. Only on the 13th of the month a disharmonious phase begins, 
which lasts until the 19th. The full moon is on the 6th and in conjunction with Jupiter definitely has 
a triggering quality. Of course, only something that is already in a state of tension can be triggered 
at this time. This does not have to be an earthquake and whether it falls into the pattern of an 
increased likelihood of earthquakes will be discussed in the next issue of the magazine.
Jupiter is the planet of growth, as the biographical rhythms indicate. Since the Sun and Moon 
represent self-consciousness and the psyche (Luna - moody), pay attention to this and include the 
disharmony of Jupiter in addition. This period passes relatively quickly and decisions and 
appointments can certainly be postponed for a day or two should they fall on the Full Moon.
The disharmonious phase in the middle of the month (blue cumulative curve) is caused by Venus 
and Saturn. There you should pay attention to order and honesty in your relationships.
The continuing harmonious periods in this month are good times for the birth of children, as they 
give a higher probability for a good disposition of intelligence. 

This topic will be discussed in more detail in the next issue.
 

Figure 1; The quality of time in April 2023; Full Moon is on the 6th, New Moon on the 20th.
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ACCIDENT FREQUENCY
as resonance at the time of birth

Resonances of cosmic fluctuations are understood as interactions with existing patterns. These 
patterns have originated in an earlier structure formation process of the planetary fluctuations and 
then have been "frozen". So the hypothesis. An indication that such patterns exist will be shown by 
the following investigation.
The correlation function in this case is referred to a time t0. This point in time represents, so to 
speak, a "birth state" to which the correlations refer. In addition to the cross-correlations of the 
planets Hi, j, the self-correlations Hi,i are now added.
Is the stability or instability of mental processes influenced by planetary fluctuations?
The dynamic system of the brain, in order to be as adaptive as possible, must operate near a chaotic 
state. Such a point of instability could be the alternation between concentration and inattention.
There is a dissertation by Sara Klein Ridgley published on the Internet at: http://safire.net/sara/ that 
looks at work accidents and their timing relative to the accident victim's birthday. It evaluated 1005 
accidents that resulted in hospitalization. The results of this study are shown in Figure 1 and Table 
1. The original data of birthdays and accidents could not be obtained, so the calculations with the 
correlation function must rely on the figures given here. The drawback is that the accidents were 
each summed to 1/12 of the year. This grid does not allow higher frequencies to be examined.

Figure 2; The energy of the time quality in April 2023
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Figure 1. accident frequency relative to birthday according to a study by Sara Klein Ridgley.
The number 1 indicates the period (1/12 of the year) around the birthday. The number 7 represents the period (1/12 of 
the year) half a year away from the birthday. The deviations from the expected values are highly significant (according 
to Sara Klein Ridgley).

It is interesting to compare the values for the period of the birthday (number 1). In the pattern of 
Sara Klein Ridgley the accident frequency in this period is relatively high, while the values with the
correlation function do not show such high values. A cause, which was already discussed by Sara 
Klein Ridgley, is the assumption that the accident frequency can be so high around the period of the
birth, because here birthday parties, connected with a higher alcohol consumption and the "birthday 
depression" could play a determining role:
"...They all answered without hesitation that being injured around one's birthday could be expected 
for reasons such as being drunk, being tired from too many parties, general excitement around the 
birthday, and lowered spirits due to the feeling of getting older, etc. ..." ( Sara Klein Ridgley)

Figure 2. calculated 1st order autocorrelation function of the sun for one year relative to the birthday. The blue areas in 
the curve represent disharmonic resonances. The strong disharmony half a year after the birthday is clearly visible.
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Figure 3. accident frequency relative to the birthday. This picture was calculated with the correlation function for 
qualitative comparison with Fig 1. It is the autocorrelation of the sun.  The number 1 denotes the period (1/12 of the 
year) around the birthday. The number 7 represents the period (1/12 of the year) , which is half a year away from the 
birthday. The calculated values are given in Table 1.

Injury Category Number of Subjects Expected Value Hi,i  Sun 1.ord
1 139 83.75 99,5
2 72 83.75 80,3
3 55 83.75 72,8
4 113 83.75 100,8
5 72 83.75 54,6
6 72 83.75 82,2
7 117 83.75 120,4
8 66 83.75 89,4
9 63 83.75 50,5
10 114 83.75 102,8
11 67 83.75 72,7
12 55 83.75 79,0
Total 1005 1005 1005

Mean relative 
error:

5,24

Tabelle 1; Unfallhäufigkeit relativ zum Geburtstag nach einer Untersuchung von Sara Klein Ridgley. Die Nummer 1 
kennzeichnet den Zeitraum (1/12 des Jahres) um den Geburtstag. Die Nummer 7 steht für den Zeitraum (1/12 des 
Jahres) , der ein halbes Jahr vom Geburtstag entfernt ist. Die Abweichungen von den Erwartungswerten sind 
hochsignifikant (nach Sara Klein Ridgley). 

In column 4 are the values calculated with the 1st order correlation function. Dominant for the 
rhythm of the relative accident frequency is the self-correlation of the sun.
Since the accident statistics of the 1005 industrial accidents are not expected values of a theoretical 
distribution, the correlation quality between the recorded distribution and the distribution calculated
according to the correlation function is more suitable for an assessment. To be able to calculate this 
quantity, the expected value of the uniform distribution (83.75) is subtracted from each of the 
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recorded and calculated accidents.
The correlation quality is then calculated in this case from the sum of the products of the recorded 
with the calculated deviations from the expected value of the uniform distribution, normalized with 
the sum of the squares of the deviations from 83.75 of the recorded values. The thus calculated 
value for the autocorrelations of the sun is: correlation quality = +5.24 (correlation between 
recorded and calculated accident distribution. This value is positive when there is a correlation and 
negative when there is an opposite trend).
Summary
The result clearly shows that, in addition to other factors influencing the frequency of accidents, an 
influence of planetary fluctuations appears to be possible. This is certainly not only true for 
occupational accidents. It is therefore always advisable to note that there is a higher and a lower 
probability of an accident in the course of a year. Of course, this is only one aspect that can lead to 
an accident. In addition, there are of course many other factors that can lead to an accident.

Biographical Rhythms
from the 24th to the 36th year
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Biographical rhythms from 30 to 36 years.

A cumulative curve in the harmonic range indicates that
activities in the outer world are favored, the focus is 
turned towards the world. If the curves change to the 
blue area, there can be a turn inward, it is about 
maturity, deepening, working on one's own tasks and 
self. The crests and troughs of the waves alternate, 
controlled by the major planets, which determine the 
biographical rhythms. Every human being needs this 
change in order to be able to develop harmoniously.
Figure 1; The Biographical Rhythms from 24 to 36 
years of age

At the end of this stage of life, the ups and downs take 
on moderate forms. Security and pride in what has been

achieved so far can emerge if the environment and social conditions permit.

At the beginning of the 30s, the view opens up over the life

At the age around the beginning of 30 the person has unfolding power and a good overview of life, 
the spiritual horizon (Jupiter) is clearly wider than at the first or second orbit of Jupiter. The curves 
of Jupiter point to unfoldment. The personality gains a clearer view of the world, of his plans, of his
future. Life, seen from the outside, seems mostly orderly. At work, many have a consolidated 
position and a clear view of further professional possibilities. Life decisions have been made (for 
the time being): for a single life, for a partnership or family. Life structures are mostly in "orderly", 
now familiar paths. Sometimes the dream of owning a house has already been realized, a circle of 
friends has developed. It gives the impression that everything can now go on like this.

Many have good energy and the feeling "everything is achievable". The primordial principle Mars, 
indicating dynamism, activity, will and cardinal energy, gives the background music to age. The 
cumulative curve is harmonious.

The travails of the plane of life begin in the 33rd year. 

Every harmony is disturbed by a following disharmony. You see that
around the age of 33 the curves of Jupiter and Uranus go into
disharmony. The tension of Jupiter around 33 is determined by the square
to itself. There can be a slight stagnation that is easily drowned in the
active daily routine, especially since Saturn is in sextile to itself at about
34. With rather introverted, thoughtful people one can notice, however,
also now (again) the beginning search for a philosophy of life, for a
spiritual support.

At about 36 years of age, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus again enter the descending realm. The third 
cycle of unfoldment from the growth planet Jupiter is completed.   

The acquired order of life is once again coming apart at the seams for many people.

At the end of this stage of 
life, the ups and downs 
take on moderate forms. 
Security and pride in what
has been achieved so far 
can emerge if the 
environment and social 
conditions permit.
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Dante Alighieri, the creator of the "Divine Comedy," a great drama of humanity, wrote
at the age of 35:

When I climbed to the middle of our lives,
I found myself in a dark forest,

because I had strayed from the right path.

He had "lost his way" in the turmoil of everyday life, had lost sight of his goal in life.

Another great human drama, Goethe's "Faust I," also begins in a situation of despair in which Faust,
a famous scholar, finds himself in his mid-30s. For him, the efforts of the last years had become so 
pointless that he wanted to put an end to his life.

A new orbit of Jupiter begins and with it the question about the future and its meaning creeps in 
again.
It becomes difficult when the demands from outside do not harmonize with your own intentions. 
Saturn forms a square to itself. This is accompanied by the tendency to evaluate the problems and 
resistances worse than they perhaps are. Since the principle Saturn always draws the essential into 
focus, unexpectedly the mental condition can change from an inner confidence into a depressive 
phase. In addition, Neptune also comes into disharmony. Thus disappointments, confusion and an 
unclear view of the situation are possible. The acquired order of life gets out of joint again. Again 
the question about the tasks in life emerges more strongly.

The next 12 years will lead to a biographical upheaval that few can escape. This age will be 
discussed in the next magazine. 
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CURRENT EVENTS

The triggering of earthquakes

Are strong earthquakes triggered by the planetary gravitational field?

The gravitational fluctuations of the planetary system significantly influence the activities of the sun
and, as these investigations show, also processes on earth.

There are many studies about the triggering of earthquakes, especially about the influence of sun 
and moon. However, what was made so far only, was to investigate the meaning of certain angle 
degrees between sun and moon. These are only first beginnings and at best first approximations for 
the harmonics of the gravitational field. If one considers the fluctuations of the planetary 
gravitational field as a wave function, then of course also the large planets can be elegantly 
included.  

Earthquakes occur every day on Earth, but most of them are of no great significance. Strong 
earthquakes are fortunately rarer.
Can critical times for earthquakes be identified based on the planetary constellations of the sun, 
moon and the major planets?
This is especially interesting because when strong earthquakes occur in densely populated areas of 
the earth, there is usually also great damage to buildings and, above all, many human lives are often
lost.
Prior to an earthquake, tensions build up in the earth's crust, which then reach a critical state after a 
certain time. Generally beginning with foreshocks, these tensions are discharged in a larger 
earthquake, whereby a prediction of the strength of the earthquake is not possible.

The 41 strongest earthquakes in the century 1900-2000 have been studied in detail here [1].

In this article it is shown that also

the strong earthquake in Turkey and Syria (2023-02-06-01-17-34)

fits into this pattern.

Let us first look again at the quality of time from February of this year (The Quality of Time - Issue 
2023-02)
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Clearly a 4 days lasting and strongly oscillating disharmony/instability can be seen. Such a period 
of instability has also been shown by the study of the 41 earthquakes. This is characteristic for many
earthquakes of great magnitude.

Order 1 time-shift/ 
Probability

-5d -3d -2d -1d -6h 0 +6h +1d +2d +3d +5d

Harmony-
Disharmony

74.90 96.95 87.26 97.84 99.18 99.15 99.32 93.35 91.22 95.66 63.02

Table 1; Time shift to 5 days before and after the event for the 1st order for 41 strong earthquakes for comparison 
(statistically). The number 99.15 at the time of the earthquake means that 99.15% of the control groups have a higher 
harmonic. The time point is highly significant disharmonious.

The graph above is for the 3rd order of the correlation function. For mundane events affecting large-
scale areas on Earth, the 1st order of the correlation function has been shown to be very 
informative. [1].

Figure 1; The 3rd order 
time quality in February 
2023. The vertical black 
line marks the time of 
the earthquake.
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The picture 2 shows the time quality for the 1st order.
Sun and Moon are always strongly disharmonious at full moon and can trigger instabilities. 
However, for February 5 and 6, 2023, you can clearly see that the planets Saturn and Uranus are 
also disharmonic. The highly oscillatory period here lasts from early February to about February 13.
This could be a sign for possible aftershocks.

Figure 3; The 1st 
order time quality 
(energy )in February 
2023. The vertical 
black line marks the 
time of the 
earthquake.

Figure 2; The 1st order time 
quality in February 2023. The
vertical black line marks the 
time of the earthquake.
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The energy in the month of February 2023 is also relatively high at the time of the earthquake 
(Figure. 3).
Is the event rare, do earthquakes only occur at particularly rare constellations of the planets, 
including the sun and the moon?

Obviously, for triggering the great earthquake of 2023-02-06, it is sufficient to have two major 
planets (Saturn and Uranus) disharmonious in addition to the significant disharmony of the Sun and 
Moon. 

Summary

The great earthquake 2023-02-06 in Turkey fulfills the characteristic of the 41 strongest earthquakes
of the century (1900-2000) examined earlier. Thus, of course, there is no causality! Strong 
earthquakes are only statistically bound to certain disharmonies of the planetary gravitational field, 
they can also take place at other times.
 
Can a prediction for future earthquakes be made from the previous investigations?

Can a pattern be found that can indicate increased probabilities of future earthquakes, similar to an 
AI?

This is possible and will be brought in the next issue of the magazine 2023-05.

Figure 4; Statistical analysis of the 2023-02-06 great earthquake in Turkey. The left blue bar indicates the disharmony 
for the entire matrix of major planets. 96.51 percent of the 20 000 control groups have a higher harmonic. Thus, the 
event is significantly rare. Highly significantly disharmonious is the Moon (99.78%). The Sun is significantly 
disharmonious (96.43%). Saturn (87.47%) and Uranus (87.75%) are highly disharmonious. 
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Literature
Publications in peer reviewed journals on this theory (with a German translation) can be found

here: http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/Published%20articles.htm

Guest posts
Do you have individuals, groups of individuals, special events 

or groups of events?
We will review you and, if suitable, conduct research and publish the results with you in our

journal or in an international peer reviewed journal.

Your own research?
If you intend to conduct your own research independently of us, you can purchase the 
astro-basis program (manual here: http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-
2.htm ). With this program all research results were obtained, which were published in the 
international journals 
Earth & Environmental Science Research & Reviews; 
International Journal of Clinical & Medical Informatics; 
Journal of Robotics and Automation Research;
Journal of High Energy Physics, Gravitation and Cosmology; 
were published.
For further requirements you can also purchase the astro-extended program (manual here:
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-extended.htm ). This program can 
among other things also carry out resonance examinations (transits) statistically secured. 
Contact us, we will advise you! 

Contract research for your personal questions 
Do you need quality time for personal appointments, births, or groups of people? 

We calculate the time quality matrices for you with statistical tests for significance.
For one appointment we will charge you 80,-€, for groups up to 30 events or persons 120,-€.  

Sponsoring
Would you like to support our research financially? 

Please get in touch with us. Your support can also refer to individual studies, for example. An 
internationally published research article can then include the addendum: "This research was 
conducted by ...... Your name or company.... sponsored. In addition, your name or company can - if 
you wish - be published on our homepage with a link.
Contact us, we will advise you!

Registration
If you would like to receive the Time Quality magazine by email in the future, please let us know 
here: zunds@zunds-institut.de  

Archive
Older issues of The Quality of Time can be found in the archive  http://www.zunds-
institut.de/archiv.htm

Logout
If you no longer wish to receive the magazine, please send us an email to: zunds@zunds-institut.de  

http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-extended.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-2.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/program-astro-2.htm
http://www.planetare-korrelation.eu/Published%20articles.htm
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